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What’s new in science, motoring,  
books, retail and technology.

✈ 110 tap dancing / the barcelona beat
✈ 115  brisbane / city hall museum 
✈ 120  above & below / oceans exposed 
✈ 125  bright ideas / thylacine reborn 
✈ 128 most wanted / feeling the blues
✈ 132 technology / sport watches
✈ 135 books / chapter & verse
✈ 137 motoring / volvo s60 polestar

Talkabout talkabout tap dancing
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turn on  
the tap

La Rambla, 
Barcelona

As those heading to this month’s Tap On Barcelona 
festival know, there’s no business like toe business.
WOrds ruby boukabou

 hile many tourists flock to barcelona for the tapas, others wing in for 
the tap. the catalonian capital is the new york of europe for tap dance, with 

studios dedicated to the american dance form, professional companies  
producing shows and regular jam sessions in the city’s parks and bars. and this month 
(July 22-28) the city pulses to the beat of the annual tap on barcelona festival. 

barcelona is an explosion of colour, its frenetic energy and salty, humid air reminiscent 
of sydney, where city and sea similarly collide. the broad la rambla is abuzz with skate-
boarders, street performers and women spruiking local paella restaurants. a haven of 
sorts lies a few blocks to the east in the gothic Quarter, a labyrinth of narrow alleys, once 
picasso’s stomping ground and the birthplace of modernism.

something woven deep in the fabric of barcelona celebrates creativity and passion. 
the city has embraced tap dancing, with the festival and now the Jimmy slyde institute, 
named for the late american tap legend. tap on barcelona is directed by local basilio 
gonzález, who wants to share tap’s diversity. “it’s so much more than fred and ginger.” 

dance films such as White Nights and Tap, both starring gregory hines, kept the 
genre alive through the 1980s and helped seed a huge mid-1990s revival with the broad-
way revue Bring In ’Da Noise, Bring In ’Da Funk. since then, tap has continued to develop, 
embracing new generations and styles including australian dein perry’s Tap Dogs.

past participants at tap on barcelona have included american stars Jason samuels 
smith, chloe and maud arnold and Jason Janas, german sebastian weber, french 
master roxane “butterfly” semadeni and spaniard luis melendez. last year, the festival 
was in the centre of town at luthier dance area, the new studios of local dancer guillem 
alonso. after training in new york in the mid-’90s tap boom, alonso returned with the 
goal of teaching the technique he had learned there, creating a repertoire and starting 
regular tap jams with local musicians. 

during the festival, tap classes run from 10am to 7pm, and beginners are welcome. 
participants hail from as far afield as norway, israel and australia, while past teachers 
have included “body percussionist” thanos daskalopoulos (greece), americans sarah 
reich, cartier williams and lee howard, and Jérémie champagne (france). this year’s 
festival features michela marino lerman and nico rubio from the us. 

w



      For airfares and Barcelona  
holiday packages call Qantas  
Holidays on 1300 735 542 or visit  
qantas.com/holidaysaustralianwayle
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“i prepare for people who are hungry dancers, and there’s a lot of 
hungry dancers here,” says lee howard. “i’m teaching timing, tech-
nique, accents and musicality. it’s about understanding the music, 
dancing with the music. tap is natural. it’s a language. you speak it.”

“you have to commit to the groove,” adds cartier williams, who 
learned tap at the age of four from his grandmother (a professional 
tap dancer) and performed at the white house just four years later 
in 1997. he danced with tap star savion glover, 16 years his senior, 
for 12 years before going solo.

“stay in your bag, in your pocket; know yourself, your style, and 
you’ll pull through,” williams advises competitors in the thursday 
night cutting contest, where judges rate timing, skill and risk-taking.

“tap dancers are musicians as well as dancers,” says sarah reich. 
“we have to understand the music we’re making with our feet.” it is 
not a shallow observation – in her music and improvisation class,  
students learn about syncopation and swing, and how to analyse the 
structure and phrasing of jazz and blues. reich’s class is like a tap 
sauna with a delirious energy. 

every year, the evenings erupt with jam sessions; class partici-
pants and their teachers dance with local musicians in various bars, 

including the harlem Jazz club. improvisation in tap is both the 
most challenging and most liberating experience for many dancers. 
the festival closes with an explosive show by the tap teachers at the 
goya theatre. walking home at 2am in the refreshing sea breeze, 
spontaneous dancing breaks out in narrow, graffiti-covered alleys. 

the Jimmy slyde institute, housed in a small studio in the raval 
neighbourhood, is run by roxane semadeni. the french tap master 
was christened “butterfly” by slyde himself, when she trained with 
him in the early 1990s in new york. slyde hoofed his last in 2008, 
aged 80, dancing almost to the end. “as an artist, tap is the ultimate 
experience,” semadeni says. “you don’t just do music, or dance, or 
act. you are all of it. you are the sound, the space and the time.”

semadeni’s fusion style draws from the african-american tap 
masters, but also african and flamenco rhythms. however, as she 
explains, “there are no links between tap and flamenco other than 
the relationship of live dance and music, and the tradition of improv-
isation within the community.”

the Jimmy slyde intensive, six days of training in technique, 
musicality and repertoire, culminates in a stirring performance with 
semadeni at the palau de la musica, the carnegie hall of barcelona. 
but the magic also happens each evening, when students of the 
summer course congregate at the base of la rambla or under the 
peix, frank gehry’s headless golden fish at barceloneta beach. on 
the ferry dock, the beach walkway, a bridge on the waterfront, an 
empty stage on the roof of the museum – they rehearse and jam and 
are swept up in the rhythms, joining with the city soundscape.

“i love that there are no rules 
in tap,” says cartier williams, 
before departing for new york. 
“the possibilities are endless.”c

Clockwise from left:  
the writer cuts loose  
in 2012; Gothic Quarter; 
Lee Howard tap class


